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EMOTIONS/WORRIES (PAST TWO WEEKS)

During the PAST TWO WEEKS:

1. … how worried were you generally?
   a. Not worried at all
   b. Slightly worried
   c. Moderately worried
   d. Very worried
   e. Extremely worried

2. … how happy versus sad were you?
   a. Very sad/depressed/unhappy
   b. Moderately sad/depressed/unhappy
   c. Neutral
   d. Moderately happy/cheerful
   e. Very happy/cheerful

3. … how relaxed versus anxious were you?
   a. Very relaxed/calm
   b. Moderately relaxed/calm
   c. Neutral
   d. Moderately nervous/anxious
   e. Very nervous/anxious

4. … how fidgety or restless were you?
   a. Not fidgety/restless at all
   b. Slightly fidgety/restless
   c. Moderately fidgety/restless
   d. Very fidgety/restless
   e. Extremely fidgety/restless

5. … how fatigued or tired were you?
   a. Not fatigued or tired at all
   b. Slightly fatigued or tired
   c. Moderately fatigued or tired
   d. Very fatigued or tired
   e. Extremely fatigued or tired
6. **... how well were you able to concentrate or focus?**
   a. Very focused/attentive
   b. Moderately focused/attentive
   c. Neutral
   d. Moderately unfocused/distracted
   e. Very unfocused/distracted

7. **... how irritable or easily angered were you?**
   a. Not irritable or easily angered at all
   b. Slightly irritable or easily angered
   c. Moderately irritable or easily angered
   d. Very irritable or easily angered
   e. Extremely irritable or easily angered

8. **... how lonely were you?**
   a. Not lonely at all
   b. Slightly lonely
   c. Moderately lonely
   d. Very lonely
   e. Extremely lonely